PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Formerly known as the Casa Moderna Hotel, the ME Miami marks the first foray into the U.S. by Melia Hotels International, one of the world’s largest resort chains. The bayfront hotel, which is located in the trendiest area of Miami, features 129 rooms, two rooftop pools and more than 5,000-square-feet of space converted into a STK Rebel steakhouse, an entertainment lounge, a world-class spa and other luxurious amenities. A signature of the hotel’s ultra-chic and eccentric atmosphere is the imported marble floors, which were installed using more than 2,100-cubic-feet of QUIKRETE® Floor Mud. Atlas Carpet & Tile applied the floor mud at .5” to 2.5” thickness to provide a consistent surface for the marble installation. ME Miami is positioned as the catalyst for future Melia Hotel International property under the ME by Melia brand.

QUIKRETE® Floor Mud is a Portland cement based underlayment mortar designed for leveling travertine, slate and marble floor tile, and for shower pan applications. QUIKRETE® Floor Mud exceeds 5,000 PSI at 28 days and has low-sag characteristics that make it ideal for internal and external applications.

CONTRACTOR: Atlas Carpet & Tile

PROJECT START DATE: September 2014
PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: December 2015

QUIKRETE® PRODUCTS:
• 60 lb Floor Mud: 4,200 bags

ME Miami Hotel
QUIKRETE® Floor Mud
Miami, FL